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simulate general particle motion on the cross-section of a particle laden jetllow by using
fractal point sets, a feedback control process is developed to ensurc the validity of nonlinear mapping
techniques that transform an original fractal point set into the point set with any desired velocity
profile. The points are utrlized to represent quantitatively
functional ahrasive particles in abrasive
waterjets which are capable of penetrating hard-to-machine
materials such as titanium and advanced
ceramics. The theoretical framework constitutes one of the most important parts in three-dimensionat
modeling of particle jetflow machining. Experimental
results from cutting titanium and aluminum
verify that the model has very good accuracy. 0 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd

Abstrad-lo

1. INTRODUCTION

In a previous investigation [l], it was proven that a fractal point set with chaotic and
axisymmetricalfeaturescan be usedto simulatethe particle motion on a cross-section
of a
particle ladenjettlow. This can be usedin evaluatingthe erosionrate of high speedparticles
impactinga workpiece,asshownin Fig. 1. A crucialstepof this approachis the mappingof
an original point set to another one which hasany desiredvelocity profile and geometrical
configuration.
Becauseof the nonlinearity carried with mapping,an interesting issuenaturally arises:
How can one find a suitablepoint setto fit the physicalconditionsfrom non-uniquemapping
results?For example,mappingthe axisymmetricalpoint set 1; = ((r,,~,),(r;lr~~),,..,(r~,~~)}
to another point set f~={([,,61),(~2,62),...,(&z,~~)} with the velocity profile of laminar
flow, the equation(seeRef. [l]) is of the form
S$! ~~&$)= 1 ~ (1 ~ rk)“““(l

t grx), k = IT2,...,rr.

(1)

Obviously, eqn (1) hasfour solutions.After careful analysis,the correct mappingequationis
given by
ck = [l - ((1 - rk)“‘“‘(l + +k))“2]“’
(4
and the other three solutionsto eqn (I) are trivial ones.One shouldbear in mind that thisis
possiblythe simplestmappingequationinvolved in the subject.Usually, an explicit mapping
expressionis not available for a general case.Therefore, the searchfor new point sets
becomesintrinsically difficult becauseof the existenceof non-uniquesolutions.In order to
eliminate the uncertainty of mapping results, a feedback control processis developed
through adjustingthe variousvariablesrelevant to nonlineartransformations.The validity of
this approach will be justified by both analytical and experimental demonstrations.
Concerningresearchactivities of other topicsin the control of chaos.readersare invited to
scanthe recent reviews[2,3].
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In this research,attention is focusedon the axisymmetricalparticle jetflow becauseof its
wide applications and moderate mathematicalinvolvement. In this circumstance,the angle
mapping is not necessary. This work is oriented toward the simulationof abrasivewaterjet
(AWJ) machining, which involves the interaction between a workpiccc and three-phase
jetflow (abrasives,water and air). In the sequel,macro and micro machiningparametersare
usedto verify the analytical results.
2. ORIGINAL

POINT

SET

A point set generated from iterative equations will be analyzed in detail to verify its
capacity of representing,geometrically and physically, a particle source. In the Iight of the
conditions of particle motion on a circular cross-section,the point set should possesstwo
general features. Specifically, the appearanceof particles is disordered or chaotic and the
global distribution of particlesis approximately axisymmetricalafter the number of particles
passingthrough the cross-sectionexceedsa certain value. Under the Cartesian and polar
coordinate systems(x.y) and (I,@), computational experimentation showsthat thesecriteria
are satisfiedby the set&, whcrc
f;, = {(~,.Y,),(~2,Yz),...,(~,,.Y,,)}= {(Tl,el)r(~2.ei),.-.,(Y,,,e,,)}=J,
05r,,=m51,

(3)

0 I 0, = arctan(y,,/x,) < 21r, n = 0,1,2,...,

(5)

(41

where J = {(~lr7)l)r(SZ,r~)1...,(~h.r~,~)} is a Ju1’ia set (fractal point set) produced by the
iterative equations
EN 1= [(N&:,,%v)T+ (I(~.,,77N))21”“cns(8(5;,,17.~)/2)
- 0.3t%

(6)

7712.+l
= WW,v,)7N))2 + (f(5iL.,rl~))21”4sin(e(5,,~)7N)/2)
+ 0.4436

(7)
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x, = 5& t 0.70, yn = sq*r - 1 .s.

(111

A very brief description wasgiven in [l] about the complex form of the iterative eqns(6)
and (7). Next, the two featuresoff;, stated above will be demonstrated.
2.1.

Chaotic feature

Many alternative mathematical techniques are available to display the unpredictable
appearanceof points (x,~,y,J Ef, on a circular domain 0 5: r,, 5 1 with respect to iterative
order n. Here the spectrumpatterns of x,, vs n and y,! vs n are chosento visualize the fact.
Two examplesare shown in Fig. 2. Particles are non-periodically scatteredover the plane
domain and a position distribution of this kind is sensitive to the constantsof iteration
equations.Although the number of points displayed in each pattern is limited, it is easy to
obtain more patterns, like thesewith arbitrary intervals of n. It is necessaryto indicate that
the iterative processmay blow out when the constantsin eqns(6) and (7) or the initial values
&, and q,, are slightly changed.
2.2.

Axisymmetrical

feature

In terms of the geometricalconstraints on parlicles in a jetflow, it is expected that the
distribution of particles on the circular cross-sectionshould be axisymmetrical after the
number of particles passingthrough the section is greater than a certain value. To measure
this feature, four akin parametersare introduced as the criterion
Yl =Pl(%)lP,

Y2=Pz(WlP,

Yi ==P,(%V~~ Y4=P4($vPI

(121

wherep,(EJ,,),i = 1,2.3,4,are the particle numbersfor any given n in the four domains
s,: 0 5 B < n/2, s2: n/2 5 B < n, .sD:n 5 0 < 3~12, s,$:3x/2 5 fl < 28,
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and p = (p, +pz +p3 +p4)/4 = n/4 is the average number of each domain. For an ideal
axisymmetrical point set, one can easily conclude that y, = y2 = yJ = y4 = 1 holds for any
rotary transformation on J,. To cheek the potential error of JL a rotation mapping
T(a) = e”‘, 05 a < 272,

(14)

is applied to each point of the subdomain s,, for i = 1.2.3,4. As a result. the positions of alI
the particles vary with the rotation angle a and hence yi, i 7 1,2,3,4, are converted to

(16)
where
7, = xn t iy, = r,e”,I.

(17)
The geometric meaning of eqn (15) is that when 1y varies from 0 to 2n. particles of each
domain experience a periodic relocation. Therefore, if the values of -yi(~) are only very
weakly depend& on u for any given n, then f;, is said to satisfy the axisymmetrical
condition. As shown in Fig. 3, after n exceeds 5 X lo’, the non-axisymmetric error calculated
by y,(a) - o is consistently less than 8%. This means that f, has a good axisymmetric
characteristic.
It turns out that point set f, can be used to describe the motion of particles on the circular
cross-section of steady axisymmetric particle laden flow. Most importantly, the position of
every particle is quantitatively ascertained by the coordinates of a corresponding point, and
therefore the traces of a particle can be accurately followed even when the jetflow moves
with the nozzle. Since the machining of solid materials by abrasive waterjet is the erosion
result of millions of individual particles, the finding of & enables researchers or engineers to
build a three-dimensional model for predicting the penetration ability of particles.

3. VELOCITY

PROFILE

OF f,

Do the points of #i possess velocities along the direction of flow in a nozzle? The answer is
firmly positive if the points are identified by particles of jetflow through a physical principle.
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After being endowed with a velocity profile, a point set is saidto be a functiona one sinceit
containskinetic energy.
To visualize the velocity profile off,, two assumptionsfor particle motion in three-phase
laden flow are introduced into this analysis: (a) that the velocity profile of the particles is
equal or similar to the averagevelocity profile of three-phaseflow, and (b) that the mixture
of particles, water and air is uniform, which meansthat the density of particlesis a constant.
A proof for the second assumptionwas given in [l]. Subject to these two constraints,
application of the massconservation principle to the local volume flowrate leads to an
important ratio

satisfying0 5 I$ I 1, where $, is the area of a cross-section,which is not necessarilycircular,
and Sry= (X - x,)(y - yO)is a subdomainof SO,V: is the averagevelocity of three-phaseflow,
N,,, is the number of particles passingthrough S,, at the instant t, N,, is the number of
particlespassingthrough SO,and k. is a constant. The physicalmeaningof Rf is the ratio of
local volume flowrate to the entire volume flowrate. For brevity R, is hereinafter called the

flowrate ratio.
For steady axisymmetricannular flow, eqn (18) reducesto

where p is the ratio of the interior radius to the exterior radiusof the pipe. It is easy to see
that the averagevelocity V..can be expressedby the derivative of Rf as

After normalization, eqn (20) can be rewritten as
(21)
In general, Rf = N,,/iV,, is a discrete function relevant to instant particle numbersand thus
the value of dRfldr can be determined only by numerical differentiation
(22)
The initial value r. and increment Ar = r, - I;-, of radius have significantinfluenceson the
accuracy of dQ/dr. Based on eqns (19), (20) and (21) the velocity Vzp and the volume
flowrate ratio Rf of f, are ascertained.In addition, computationsshow that the analytical
functions
VJr)

(23)

= (1 - r)““‘,

iif = 1 - (1 -

r)“““(l

+ $),

(24)

can be used [l] to representaccurately the averagevaluesof Vi,, and R, for 1;.
4. CONTROL

OF

VELOCITY

PROFlLE

During the machining of a mechanicalpart, the velocity profile of an abrasive waterjet
could changedramatically. For instance,the jetflow may vary from turbulent Howto laminar
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flow. This issuearisesbecausediverse particle velocities are needed for cutting different
materialsor performingdistinct functions.As describedpreviously, the uncertainty of results
appears becauseof the nonlinearity of mappings. Therefore, in order to simulate a
machiningprocess,a robust control processmust be designedto convert Vf,, and R, of I’, to
any desiredones which match practical requirements.In other words, a new point set “f,y.
apart from &, will be formed asthe output of a control system,for any desiredlocal Rowrate
ratio and velocity profile. The control processis illustratedin Fig. 4 and the function of each
elementis explainedin detail below.
4.I,

Anulyticol rrprexent~tiott

of input velocity V,,

In a generalcase,the averagevelocity profile of multiphaseflow can be describedonly in
the form of discrete data resulting from either experimental measurementsor numerical
calculations,especially for turbulent flow. Supposethat a group of known data with 1,
numbersis the numericalrepresentationof the velocity profile for an annular flow, expressed
by matrix Cr = [c ,,c2,.,.,cL]. For Ihe convenience of analysis,a polynomial equation is
adoptedto expressapproximatelyIhe normalizedvelocity, i.e.

wherep = rl/rE is the ratio of interior radiusr, to exterior radius r, of the annular flow. The
coeficient matrix B’r = [b,,bz,..., bI.] for eqn (25) is determinedby the equation
BA=C,

(2h)

where the generalelementc1,,of matrix A is given by a,, = r{- ‘. for i.j = 1,2,..,L. Clearly the
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accuracy of eqn (26) is related to the number L of polynomial terms. Nevertheless, the
increase of L does not necessarily mean an improvement of control accuracy, especially for
turbulent flow because its average velocity profile changes sharply near the boundaries.
If the velocity profile of the three-phase jetflow is assumed to be similar to that 01
one-phase axisymmetric laminar flow, based on the classical result [4], its dimensionless
expression is written as the normalized form
(27)
where V,, = u,/k (k being a physical constant) is the dimensionless
velocity of flow at r = p,
which may not be zero sincethe flow contactswith non-stationary boundary, and V,,,, is the
maximum value of V,, given by

4.2.

Represmtution

of input local jhwrutr

rutio R,,

Substitution from eqn (24) into eqn (18) and then integration lead to
(29)
for any given discrete velocity profile. Similarly, inserting the non-normalizedform of eqn
(27) into eqn (19) resultsin the local volume flowrate ratio for annular laminar flow
v,’ ynlp’ “(ln

r - i)] - f + KI),

(30)

As the desiredinputs, V,, and R., determinedby eqns(25) and (29) or eqns(27) and (30) for
either turbulent or laminar flow, respectively, act asaverageparametersto measureoutputs
VT,! and R, of new point set $’ which is generatedfrom f;,.
4.3.

Generation

of newpoint sets

The task of this section is to produce new point setswith desiredkinetic or kinematic
mannersby usingthe known set f,. The generatingprocedure of sucha new set is saidto bc
reliable for practical useprovided that the following conditionsare satisfied:
l

l

The massconservation principle holds under any circumstances;more specifically, the
particle number off, cannot be altered when it is transformedto another one.
The geometric configuration for a new point set can be either a circular or an annular
domainso that the particle motion in a wide variety of jetflows can be simulatedthrough
the samemode.
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The velocity or flowrate profile for a new point set is adaptive to changes in machining
conditions and the accuracy is controllable.

Now attention is turned to constructing mathematical structures to realize the goal. A new
point set f; with velocity given by eqn (25) and flowrate ratio given by eqn (29) exists if it
consists of points that are roots of I, independent algebraic equations R,(&) = &(r,),
k = lJ,...,L, derived from eqns (25) and (29) or
g

&

(ii-1 - p;+Ij][g

&(I

04pSjkS1,0~rk51,

- pt+l)]-’

= 1 - (I - &)I”‘(‘(1 + Mr,),

fork=1,2

,..., L,

(33)
(34)

where r, = m
is the radius of the kth point in fp. The proof of this statementis not
given here for sake of brevity. For a given rk, one and only one real root & of eqn (33)
shouldhe found and taken asthe radial coordinateof a point in f,“. The other coordinateof
the point, the polar angle, is the sameas that of the point (x,, y,,) in .f, becausethe
conversionis axisymmetric.After L roots are determinedfrom eqn (33), the new point set
formed is
(35)
f,“={(51,e,),(iz,82),...,(il..eI.)}.
0 i p 5 & 5 1, 0 5 0; = arctan(y,/x;) 5 271.

(36)

As demonstratedin Section2, the valuesof r, on the right-hand sideof the equation vary
unpredictably with the appearanceorder of the points. Additionally, bj and p are also
variableswith respectto different velocity profiles and boundary conditions.‘Therefore,it is
very difficult to confirm the existenceand uniqueness
of a root correspondingto a randomr,.
Under such circumstances,in addition to a robust algorithm to producefj’, the feedback
processis indispensable.One of the key control variables is the error criterion for the
accuracy of & becauseit hasa crucial influence on the one-to-onetransformationfrom ,f
to f,“.
In a similarway, if annularlaminarparticle laden flow is describedby eqns(27) and (30).
the equation R,&) = &(rk)+ for k = 1,2....,L, for production of the new point set has the
form

This is a hypergeometricequationand its roots & cannotbe expressedexplicitly.
4.4.

Feedback urri~cafion

After the formation of a newlunctional point setfr, the main concernof practical interest
is to check its correctnessand accuracy.In doing so, the feedbackparametersare V:, and R,
and they are calculatedby R, = N,,/N,, and V’, = [R,(t) -’ R,(& 1)]l[S,(ii - %, ,J basedon
cqns(18) and (22). Consequently,the desiredinputs Vz, and Rf, actually serveasthe average
measurcmcntof V,, and Rf. The resultsshowthat V,, and Rf off,” might greatly deviate
from the desiredinputs if the roots of eqn (33) or eqn (37) are out of the controllable
limitations.
It is important to point out that the desired input variables are not always timeindependentbut alter with machiningconditions. For example. during deep drilling, the
backflow within the hole will dramatically shape the velocity profile of jetflow. In such
circumstances,when the signalsof a sensor.such asacousticsignalsin the on-line control
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process, feed back the depth value of a hole, the input velocity prolile should be
simultaneously adapted to a suitable status.
Four patterns are given in Fig. 5 to illustrate the effectiveness of the control process. Note
that R,, and R, are accurately consistent with each other. Despite its oscillating feature, VT,,
fuctuatcs around the average value V,,. Calculations show that in the vicinity of points
dR,./dr = 0 and/or dV,,/dr > = 0, the accuracy of numerical data for K is very sensitiveto
the increment Ar = r, - r,-, and initiat value r,) of radius r. This is the main reason why
curves of Vz oscillatemanifestly around thesepoints. Once f,” is confirmed asbeing capable
of performing the kinematic function, its velocity profile is replaced by V,, in the machining
simulation so that the oscillating feature will not significantly influence the accuracy of the
final results.Note that the particle distribution is the function of radiusand it is controlled by
R,.
The oscillating characteristic of Vz, mainly results from the replacementof three-phase
continuum flow by discreteparticle flow. As a matter of fact, with the increaseof the particle
number, the oscillation alleviatessignificantly.

5. SIMULATION

AND

VERIF’ICATION

New point setsobtained from the feedback control processcan be utilized to calculate
erosion rates of solid materials. Theoretically speaking, the simulation of a machining
operation by AWJ is to trace trajectories of particles and to evaluate individually their
penetrating ability during the movement of jetflow along the nozzle. The availability of point
setswith desiredvelocity profiles and local flowrates realizesthis idea.
To record historiesof particles, the workpiece surfaceto be cut is divided into a network
of finite elementsand each element of this network acts as a memory cell which stores
kinetic information of particles, as shownin Fig. 6. Being the particle source,f: spreadsits
points (particles) over the cutting region when it goesforward with the nozzle. The kinetic
energy Ek stored within the ith cell is given by
E&q,y.) = $I 2 [~(ci.xi,~.)]2,
]=I

(38)

where m is the average massof particles, si is the sum of particles stored in the ith cell,
l$(t,,X,,x) is the velocity of the particle which falls into the cell at instant t,. and (X,,Y,) are
the coordinatesof the geometricalcenter of the cell. A particle moving through the nozzle
will be trapped by the ith cell if it invadesthe area covering the size of the cell.
Many sophisticatedanalysesconsistentlyshow that the volume !LI removed by a particle
from the workpiece is directly proportional to its velocity, i.e. Qm V”, where A is a physical
constant [S-9]. If the cell-to-cell interaction and the depth-velocity coupling effect are
ignored, after certain calculationsthe maximum depth H(X,,x) of cut for the ith cell can be
expressedby

irl(X,,lg = 2 g;(ci*xi,Y,)(v~(tY.)]^>
,I’ x 17,
,=I

(39)

where g,(c,,X,,~.) is a synthetic function relevant to the AWJ machiningparametersand to
material properties of the workpiece and particles. For the shallow cutting, W(X,,x)s
20 mm?for example, the g.(t.
, ,’ X.I, Y)1 can be taken as a constant which is determined by
experiments.A three-dimensionalcut kerf is the combination of many depths for different
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Fig. 5. Comparison
between desired input (y,. R,) and output (V,,, R,): (,d ) conventional
annular laminar flow: (c) conventional turbulent flow from I/ = (I - r)‘“: (d) annular turbulent
VT, = (1 ^- ry’l(r2~0.1)“T

laminar How: (h)
flow simulated by

cells in the erosion area. In the present research, the seventh power law of turbulent pipe
flow is used as the velocity profile of particle-laden jetflow [4].
As discussed previously, experiments demonstrate that the surface quality resulting from
AWJ machining is relevant to the chaotic behavior of parlicles. To confirm this by the
present model, two patterns for one-pass cut are plotted in Fig. 7, where the z coordinate
stands for the dimensionless depth of cut.
One can see from Fig. 7 that when the traverse speed of the nozzle increases from
0.5 mm/s to 3.0 mm/s the waviness and roughness of lateral surfaces and bottom become
very significant for the same depth of cut. Analytica results are consistent with many
well-known experiments. The extremely irregular features can be contributed to the
disordered motion of particles. In fact, faster movement of the nozzle leads to fewer parti&
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impacts and therefore irregular particle motion becomes more obvious over the entire
region.
It is interesting to point out that the present model is the only model to date which is
capable of illustrating underlying mechanisms of surface characteristics appearing in the
experiments. The advantage is attributed to the application of chaotic point sets to the
machining simulation.
5.2.

E.rperiment

Two groups of experimental data are achievedthrough cutting titanium and aluminum.
One includes the macro machining parameter-depth of cut, the other shows the micro
machining parameters-waviness
of lateral surface. For the depth of cut, a mcasuremcntis
taken three timesalonga path of partial penetration, and the averagevalue is listed in Table
1. The wavinessof lateral surfaceis definedasthe difference betweenthe peak value and the
valley value of irregularity on the surface,asshownin Fig. 8. Becauseof the smallscale,the
resultsin Table 2 are achieved with the aid of the microscope.The comparisonbetween
theory and experiment showsthat simulationhasa satisfactory accuracyfor both macro and
micro parametersdespite the certain error variation for wavinessdue to the complexity of
surfaceirregularities.

6. CONCLUSION

AND DISCUSSION

Theoretical and experimental results show that acting as a particle source in three-phase
axisymmetricaljetflow, a point set with chaotic and kinetic featurescan be usedto simulate
abrasivewaterjet machining.This researchmainly consistsof three parts. First, a new Julia
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I. Experimental
and theoretical results for depth of partial penetration from cutting titanium,
II; is the traverse rate of the nozzle, and II, the experimental
value of depth of cut

u; [mm/s]
4 [mm1
h, ]mm]

8.0
4.7
.i3

7.0
5.6
6.0

i.0
K.3
8.4

6.0
7.0
7.0

4.0
11.0
IO3

3.0
15.1
14.0

where

2.0
18.2
20.8

Workpiece material: tittanium: abrasive material: aluminum oxide: size of abrasives: 100 (mesh); diameter
of mixing tube: 1.S4 mm. waterjet pressure: 300 mpa: abrasive flowrate: 5.4 u/s: standolf distance: 12.7 mm.

Fig. 8. Micro view (

X125)

of waviness on the lateral surface of a partial penetration.

set 1s discovered and it proves to possess chaotic and axisymmetric characteristics which
match with the nature of particle motion on the annular or circular cross-sectionof
particlc-laden flow. Secondly, combinedwith the new point set, a robust feedbackcontrol
processis designedto produce new particle sourcesfor describinggeneralparticle motion
with any dcsircd velocity profiles and local flowrates. And thirdly, the particlc motion
Table 2. Experimental
and theoretical results for waviness of the lateral surface
of partial penetration from cutting aluminum, where ~1; is the travcisc rate of the
is the dimensionless depth of cut and w is the waviness
nozzle, z = h,l(h,),,,

[mm1

11:[mm/s]
; -0.2
; = 0.4

w
‘V,,
!+
w;.

1.0

2.0

Ml

4.0

0.000
0.020
0.02 1
0.050

0.021
0.029
0.043
0.040

0.028
0.020
0.043
0.046

0.035
0.032
0.064
0.064

Waterjet pressure: 250mPa: abrasive material: garnet (100 mesh): diameter of
mixing tube: 0.X mm: abrasive
Row-ate: 2.57 g/s; standoff distance: 6 mm:
workpiece material: aluminum.
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simulation is successfully applied to characterize the surface quality of the cutting surfaces
and estimate the erosion rate of abrasive partides. Resultsshow that chaotic features of
particle motion have crucial influences on the waviness and roughness of surfaces.

Simulation and control of particle motion in pipe flow is just in its primary stage.Many
topics are open to further research, such as simulation and control of particle motion in
non-axisymmetric pipe Aow with non-steady features. In addition, it is also an intriguing
topic to find the coherent relation between simulation results and governing equations of
fluid mechanics.
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